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Callender, J. F. Evaluation of geothermal potential of Rio Grande rift and Basin and Range province, New Mexico, Santa Fe, N.M.: New Mexico Energy Research and Development Institute, [1985]
230 (272) C344e
230(272) G467f

Stone, William J. Geothermal resources of New Mexico: a survey of work to date: final report. Las Cruces: New Mexico Energy Institute, [1977] 230(272) St76gf

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES--NEW MEXICO--DOÑA ANA COUNTY.

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES--NEW MEXICO--MAPS.


GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES--NEW MEXICO--SOCORRO REGION.

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES--UTAH--MILLARD COUNTY.
Geologic report of the Cove Fort - Sulphurdale geothermal unit area, Millard and Beaver Counties, Utah. [S.I.]: The Company, [1975?]
230(276) qG292 MP only

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES--WASHINGTON (STATE).
Korosec, M. A. The low temperature geothermal resources of eastern Washington. Olympia, Wash.: Division of Geology and Earth Resources, [1982]
(284) qW4o no.82-1

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES--YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK.

GLACIAL LANDFORMS--PERU.
Francou, Bernard. Dynamiques périglaciaires et quaternaire dans les Andes centrales. 2 / c Bernard Francou, Serge Bourgeat. Caen, [France]: Centre national de la recherche scientifique, Centre de géomorphologie, 1988. P(540) C32rs no.4

GLACIER NATIONAL PARK (MONT.)--MANAGEMENT. 

GLASS--CONGRESSES. 

GNEISS--GERMANY (WEST)--BLACK FOREST. 

GOLD MINES AND MINING--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS--NORTHWEST TERRITORIES. 

GOLD ORES--GEOLOGY--QUEBEC (PROVINCE)--CHIBOUGAMAU LAKE REGION. 

GRANITE--CONGRESSES. 
Conference "Granites and Their Surroundings" (1987 : Verbania, Italy. 

GRANITE--MAGNETIC PROPERTIES. 

GRAVITY--ALASKA--MAPS. 

GRAVITY ANOMALIES--NEVADA--MCCOY REGION. 
GRAVITY ANOMALIES--NEVADA--TUSCARORA REGION.
297.5(275) T872 MP only

GRAVITY ANOMALIES--NEVADA--WASHOE COUNTY--MAPS.
M(275)297.5 Sa52c MP only

GRAVITY--CASCADE RANGE--MAPS.
M(284)297.5 C266d 1981

GRAVITY--NEVADA--DIXIE VALLEY.
297.5(275) qG788 MP only

GRAVITY--NEVADA--HUMBOLDT COUNTY--MAPS.
M(275)297.5 H882e MP only

GRAZING DISTRICTS--WYOMING.
585.3(282) Un33ser MP only

GREAT LAKES--CONGRESSES.
P(200) NO22nes no.14

HAZARDOUS GEOGRAPHIC ENVIRONMENTS--CONGRESSES.
(200) G292gha 1988

HEAT PUMPS--UNITED STATES.
(237) R312 no.6

HEAVY IONS.
Darnall, Dennis W. Removal and selective recovery of heavy metal ions from industrial waste waters. [Las Cruces] : New Mexico Water Resources Research Institute, [1989]
(200) D376r
HEAVY MINERALS--WYOMING--RENO JUNCTION QUADRANGLE--MAPS.
M(200) I no.2025

HISTORIC SITES--LAW AND LEGISLATION--UNITED STATES.
P(200) C727p3aa MP only

HOHE TAUERN (AUSTRIA)--CONGRESSES.
G(540) R323g vol.2 no.2

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING--CONGRESSES.
S(200) M363trr no.1073

HYDRAULIC MODELS.
Burgi, P. H. Hydraulic model studies : Ridgway Dam outlet works. Denver, CO : Hydraulics Branch, Division of Research and Laboratory Services, Engineering and Research Center, Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, [1984]
778(271) E914h D only

HYDROELECTRIC POWER-PLANTS--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS--CALIFORNIA--SOUTH FORK AMERICAN RIVER.
Shelton, Marlyn L. Evaluation of the impact of small hydroelectric facilities on the visual resources of free-flowing streams in the Sierra Nevada. Riverside, Calif. : California Water Resources Center, University of California, [1989]
S(276) Un7wc no.198

HYDROGEOLOGY--MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
(200) M326a

HYDROLOGIC MODELS--CALIBRATION.
780.01 P762

HYDROLOGICAL FORECASTING.
Georgakakos, Konstantine P. On improved operational hydrologic forecasting of streamflows. Iowa City, Iowa : Dept. of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research, The University of Iowa, [1988]
S(262) qUn35r no.325
Georgakakos, Konstantine P. Sensitivity analysis of the short-term forecasts of an integrated hydrometeorological forecast system. Iowa City, Iowa: Dept. of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research, The University of Iowa, [1989]
S(262) qun35r no.329

HYDROLOGY--CALIFORNIA--BISHOP CREEK REGION.
780(276) H4771 MP only

HYDROLOGY--CONGRESSES.
780.01 In56m D only

HYDROLOGY--MARYLAND--GARRETT COUNTY.
Hilleary, John T. Hydrologic data: south branch Casselman River, Garrett County, and Marsh Run, Washington County, Maryland. Towson, Md.: U.S. Geological Survey; Denver Colo.: Copies of this report can be purchased from Open-File Services Section, 1984.
(200) R29o no.84-426

HYDROLOGY--UNITED STATES--ROCKY MOUNTAINS REGION--1969-70.
(200) H995rm 1970 D only

HYDROLOGY--UNITED STATES--ROCKY MOUNTAINS REGION--1968-69.
(200) H995rm 1969 D only

HYDROLOGY--UNITED STATES--ROCKY MOUNTAINS REGION--1967-68.
(200) H995rm 1968 D only

HYDROMETEOROLOGY--AUTOMATION--CONGRESSES.
510 P766 D only

HYSTERESIS.
240(276) C131r no.88-12
ICE ON RIVERS, LAKES, ETC.--CANADA.
P(200) DS5sr no.269

INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS.
S(200) P882 v.7

INSURANCE, EARTHQUAKE--UNITED STATES--CONGRESSES.
(200) R296 no.88-669

IRRIGATION--CHINA.
790(610) qIr7

IRRIGATION--COLORADO--UNCOMPAGHRE RIVER VALLEY.
585.3(271) Un36dcf D only

IRRIGATION--SOCIAL ASPECTS--CONGRESSES.
790 Ir7i D only

ISOTOPE GEOLOGY.
203.7 1967

KEROGEN.
(200) R296 no.89-194

LAKE MEAD NATIONAL RECREATION AREA (ARIZ. AND NEV.).
585.3(274) N563 MP only

LAKE SEDIMENTS--COLORADO--LAWN LAKE.
Sedimentology of Lawn Lake flood deposits and geomorphic processes in Fall River, Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado. [S.l. : s.n., between 1987 and 1989]
G(200) qG3rf 1987 no.3

LAKES--NEUSIEDLER LAKE (AUSTRIA AND HUNGARY).
S(534) V836 no.43
LAND USE--ARIZONA--MAPS.
M(274)585.7 1981u D only

LAND USE--UNITED STATES--PLANNING.
P(200) G2Bsc

LANDSCAPE PROTECTION--UNITED STATES--CONGRESSES.
585(200) P762 MP only

LANDSLIDES--CONGRESSES.

LANDSLIDES--HAWAII--HONOLULU.
(200) R29o no.89-290

LANDSLIDES--NEW SOUTH WALES--ILLAWARRA REGION.
ANZSLIDE '87 : Australia, New South Wales Section, field workshop, August 2nd and 3rd, 1987, Illawarra and Picton regions. [S.l. : s.n., 1987]
245(820) In8a 1987 MP only

LANDSLIDES--PAPUA NEW GUINEA--PAUANDA VALLEY.
(930) qT226n no.89-10

LANDSLIDES--UTAH--MAPS.
M(200) MF no.2085

LEAST SQUARES--COMPUTER PROGRAMS.
(200) R29o no.89-185

LEVELING--UNITED STATES.
P(200) RM22m NOS NGS no.3 MP only
LIBRARIANS--PROFESSIONAL ETHICS.
045 H386e

LIBRARY RESOURCES--UNITED STATES--DIRECTORIES.
046.3(200) Oc4gs MP only

LIBRARY SCIENCE--FORECASTING.
046 R5331

LIBRARY SCIENCE--STATISTICAL METHODS.
045.5 Si58b

LIGNITE--TEXAS--MILAM COUNTY.
Shell Oil Company Milam Lignite Mine informational profile. [S.l.]: Shell Oil Company, [1981]
463.5(245) Sh53 D only

LIMESTONE--WASHINGTON (STATE)--METALINE REGION.
Hurley, Bruce W. The Ledbetter Slate-Metaline Limestone contact: 1976 field study report. Olympia, Wash.: Dept. of Natural Resources, Geology and Earth Resources Division, [1976]
(284) qW4o no.76-13

LIMESTONE--WASHINGTON (STATE)-- STEVENS COUNTY.
(284) qW4o no.76-14

LIMNOLOGY.
554 Sch98e 1987

LIMNOLOGY--TAHOE, LAKE (CALIF. AND NEV.).
(200) R29o no.88-641

MAGMATISM--ABSTRACTS.
(272) B no.131

MAGNETISM, TERRESTRIAL SECULAR VARIATION--CONGRESSES.
296 G465
MAINE--MAPS.
DeLorme Publishing Co. The Maine atlas and gazetteer. 7th ed.
508(211) fD446m 1982

MANGANESE NODULES--BALTIC SEA.
Heuser, Heinrich. Beobachtungen und Untersuchungen zur Genese von
Flachwasser-Manganknollen in der Kieler Bucht (westl. Ostsee) =
Observations and investigations on the genesis of shallow-water manganese
nodules in Kiel Bay (western Baltic). Kiel : Geologisch-
Paläontologisches Institut und Museum, Christian-Albrechts-Universität,
G(530) qB454 Nr.26

MAPS--SYMBOLS.
P(200) W123tm no.17

MARBLE--ROME--HISTORY--CONGRESSES.
Classical marble : geochemistry, technology, trade. Dordrecht ; Boston :
471 C527

MARINE ECOLOGY.
521 L497 v.31

MARINE GEOPHYSICS--MAURITIUS--SOUTHWEST INDIAN RIDGE.
Fracture zone drilling on the Southwest Indian Ridge : covering Leg 118 of
the cruises of the Drilling Vessel JOIDES Resolution, Port Louis, Mauritius
to Port Louis, Mauritius, Sites 732-735, 17 October to 14 December 1987.
530 qC128i v.118

MARINE POLLUTION.
Scientific monitoring strategies for ocean waste disposal. Malabar, Fla. :
537.5 qOc242 v.4

MARINE SEDIMENTS--ATLANTIC OCEAN--MAPS.
Lisitsyn, Aleksandr Petrovich. Principles of geological mapping of
marine sediments : with special reference to the African continental margin.
537 Un32 no.37

MARINE SEDIMENTS--CALIFORNIA--MONTEREY BAY.
Observations in Monterey Canyon and Fan Valley using the submersible ALVIN
(200) R29o no.89-291

MARINE SEDIMENTS--INDIAN OCEAN.
Oman margin/Neogene package : covering leg 117 of the cruises of the drilling
vessel JOIDES Resolution, Port Louis, Mauritius, to Port Louis, Mauritius,
sites 720-731, 19 August 1987-17 October 1987. College Station, Tex. :
Distribution Center, Ocean Drilling Program, [1989]
530 qC128i v.117
MARINE SEDIMENTS--YELLOW SEA.

MEMBRANES (TECHNOLOGY).

METROPOLITAN AREAS--JAPAN--ECONOMIC CONDITIONS.

MICROPALEONTOLOGY--SPAIN.

MILITARY HYDROLOGY.
Butler, Dwain K. Military hydrology. Report 6, Assessment of two currently "fieldable" geophysical methods for military ground-water detection. Vicksburg, Miss.: U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station; [Springfield, Va.: available from National Technical Information Service, 1981]. P(200) W126mpe no. 79-6 rept. 6 D only

MILLING MACHINERY--CORROSION.

MINE MAPS.

MINE RAILROADS--TRACK MAINTENANCE VEHICLES--DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION.

MINERALOGY--CLASSIFICATION--CONGRESSES.
MINERALOGY--CZECHOSLOVAKIA.
Minerály. Praha: Pro Ústřední ústav geologický vydalo vydavatelství ČTK-Pressfoto, [19--]
403(532) M563

MINERALOGY, DETERMINATIVE.
115 S99St

MINERALOGY--ENGLAND--LAKE DISTRICT.
109(510) Y84g

MINING ENGINEERING.
420 M843k

MINING MACHINERY--DATA PROCESSING.
402(200) Un34ic no.9222

MINNESOTA--MAPS, TOPOGRAPHIC--INDEXES.
(200) N213mni

MOLASSE--ITALY--APENNINES.
351(500) Sch34e

MUNNOPSIDAE--CLASSIFICATION.
S(276) Un5bt v.27

MX (WEAPONS SYSTEM)--ECONOMIC ASPECTS--WYOMING.
585.5 P422 D only

NAMES, GEOGRAPHICAL--HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.
506(100) qH826mE

NATIONAL EARTHQUAKE INFORMATION CENTER.
(200) R29o no.89-207
NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY. OFFICE OF PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT--HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.
530 N374 MP only

NATIONAL PARKS AND RESERVES--ALASKA--NOATAK NATIONAL ARCTIC RANGE (PROPOSED).
585.7(286) Un34np MP only

NATIONAL WATER-QUALITY LABORATORY.
(200) WRI no.89-4049

NATURAL RESOURCES--ALASKA.
An ERTS view of Alaska : regional analysis of earth and water resources based on satellite imagery. Hanover, N.H. : Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army, Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, [1973]
P(200) DSSsr no.241

NEVADA--MAPS, OUTLINE AND BASE.
M(275) 1965gs

M(275) 1939h

NICKEL ORES--WASHINGTON (STATE).
(284) qW4o no.75-14

NUCLEAR FACILITIES--IDAHO--TESTING.
P(200) N883nuc no.5163

Power burst facility (PBF) severe fuel damage test 1-4 : test results report. Idaho Falls, ID : EG&G Idaho, Inc. ; [1989]
P(200) N883nuc no.5163

OCEAN CIRCULATION.
531 V677 D only

OCEANOGRAPHY--AFRICA, FRENCH-SPEAKING WEST.
537 Un32 no.50
OCEANOGRAPHY--ATLANTIC OCEAN--VIDEOCASSETTES.
531 Sa82 VIDEOC

OCEANOGRAPHY--MEDITERRANEAN SEA--CONGRESSES.
GC1015.2 .U537 no.44

OCEANOGRAPHY--PACIFIC OCEAN--VIDEOCASSETTES.
531 Sa82 VIDEOC

OCLC.--PROBLEMS, EXERCISES, ETC.
046.7 M363o D only

OIL AND GAS LEASES--ALASKA.
P(200) C727eac

OIL FIELDS--ALABAMA.
(235) A5or no.2B

OIL FIELDS--TEXAS.
467(245) qH81t 1987

OIL RESERVOIR ENGINEERING--SIMULATION METHODS--CONGRESSES.
426.3 C762m

OIL RESERVOIR ENGINEERING--STUDY AND TEACHING.
467.4 C382f

OIL SANDS INDUSTRY--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS--ALBERTA--COLD LAKE REGION.
402(170) A8p no.60
OIL WELL LOGGING--ALABAMA--FAYETTE COUNTY.
467.4(235) H775f

ORE-DEPOSITS.
320 K393e

ORE DEPOSITS--ALASKA--MAPS.
M(200) MF no.1853-C

ORE-DEPOSITS--ARIZONA--MOHAVE COUNTY.
402(200) Un34msi no.89-1

ORE-DEPOSITS--ARIZONA--PLANET PEAK WILDERNESS.
402(200) Un34msi no.89-9

ORE-DEPOSITS--CONGRESSES.
401 In88pp 1986

ORE-DEPOSITS--NEW YORK (STATE)--SHAWANGUNK REGION.
(200) R290 no.89-193

ORE-DEPOSITS--WASHINGTON (STATE)--STEVENS COUNTY.
(284) gw40 no.76-8

OUACHITA, LAKE (ARK.).
203(241) H137g MP only

OUACHITA NATIONAL RECREATION TRAIL (ARK. AND OKLA.)--MAPS.
M(241) 585.7 Ou8u MP only
OUTDOOR RECREATION—COLORADO—DENVER REGION—MAPS.
M (271) S65 1989 .T3573 1989 MP only

PACIFIC COAST (CALIF.)—GUIDE-BOOKS.
590 (276) C344 MP only

PACIFIC PALISADES (LOS ANGELES, CALIF.)—MAPS.
M (200) I no. 1828

PAKISTAN—MAPS.
508 (648) fSu79a D only

PALEOBIOLOGY—CONGRESSES.
G(232) Oc2 n.s. no. 3

PALEOBOTANY—INDIA—PERIODICALS.
630 (640) B53ar

PALEOCEANOGRAPHY—MEDITERRANEAN SEA.
550 M337 v. 87 no. 1

PALEOECOLOGY—CONGRESSES.
250 En58

PALEOMAGNETISM.
Cox, Allan. The remanent magnetization of some Cenozoic volcanic rocks. 1959.
314 C839r MP only

PALEONTOLOGY—CENOZOIC.
602 (200) B87 v. 96 no. 331
PALEONTOLOGY--PERIODICALS.
    Papers in Florida paleontology. Gainesville : The Society, 1987-
    602 (234) P363

PALEOPEDOLOGY--GERMANY (WEST) -- WÜRTTEMBERG REGION.
    Hillenbrand, Hans. "Palaoböden" auf Stubensandsteinvererbungsflächen
    180.3 (530) H544p

PALEONTOLOGY--AUSTRALIA--PERTH WATERSHED.
    Backhouse, John. Late Jurassic and early Cretaceous palynology of the
    Perth Basin, Western Australia. Perth : State Printing Division,
    (860) D no. 135

PALEONTOLOGY--CONGRESSES.
    Palinologiià pleistotséna i pliototséna : trudy III Mezhdunarodnoi
    696 In6pp 1971 MP only

PALEONTOLOGY--SWEDEN--HÅLLNÄS PENINSULA.
    Ranheden, Hakan. Barknare and Lingnare : human impact and vegetational
    development in an area of subrecent land uplift. Uppsala : Societas
    Upsaliensis pro Geologia Quaternaria, 1989.
    G(583) qSt84 V.33

PAPUA NEW GUINEA--GEOLOGY--MANUGORO REGION.
    Buleka, Joe B. Geological mapping of Manugoro Quarry, Central Province.
    (930) q7zz6n no.89-1

PAVEMENTS--FROST DAMAGE.
    Eaton, Robert A. Comparison of the performance of all-bituminous concrete
    and reduced subgrade strength highway pavement test sections under freezing
    conditions. Hanover, N.H. : The Laboratory, [1975]
    P(200) D58sr no.270

    Roadway design in seasonal frost areas. Hanover, N.H. : Corps of Engineers, U.
    S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, [1975]
    P(200) D58sr no.259

PETACA PINTA WILDERNESS (N.M.).
    Mineral resources of the Petaca Pinta Wilderness Study Area, Cibola County,
    New Mexico. [Reston, Va.?] : Dept. of the Interior, U.S. Geological
    Survey ; Denver, CO : For sale by the Books and Open-File Reports Section,
    1989.
    (200) E no.1734-H

PETROGENESIS--NORWAY--BOKNFJORD REGION.
    Bintzer, Wilfried. Petrogenetische Untersuchungen polymetamorpher
    Gesteinsserien der Kaledoniden des nordöstlichen Teils des Boknfjord-
    150.3 (581) B567p

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING--DATA PROCESSING--CONGRESSES.
    467.1 P477p
PETROLEUM--GEOLOGY--CONGRESSES.
467.1 S633p

PETROLEUM--GEOLOGY--WIND RIVER REGION (WYO.).
(200) R29o no.87-450P

PETROLEUM INDUSTRY AND TRADE--DEVELOPING COUNTRIES--STATISTICS.
467 F875o 1988

PETROLEUM INDUSTRY AND TRADE--ECONOMIC ASPECTS--SCOTLAND--GLASGOW REGION.
Strathclyde : the economic impact of offshore oil. Glasgow : The Plan, [1975]
467.7(512) qSt82

PETROLEUM INDUSTRY AND TRADE--GREAT BRITAIN.
467.7(510) D493 1988

PETROLEUM INDUSTRY AND TRADE--UNITED STATES.
P(200) G28ed

PETROLEUM MINING--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS--NORTHWEST TERRITORIES--MACKENZIE RIVER VALLEY.
P(100) N82e no.56

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS--CALIFORNIA--STATISTICS--PERIODICALS.
P(276) C344q MP only

PETROLOGY--ALABAMA--BLACK WARRIOR BASIN.
461(235) W437c

PHOSPHATE ROCK.
(530.1) Af Heft 23
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
203 M312 1987

PLAINS--ITALY--CONGRESSES.
Atti del Seminario "Giornate di Studio delle Pianure Minorie Italiane.".
250(q550) gG292 vol.10 (1)

PLANETS--CONGRESSES.
736.1 qL971pe 1989

PLATE TECTONICS--WALES--CONGRESSES.
G(520) L76j v.22 Spring thematic

POWER RESOURCES--SOVIET UNION--MAPS.
M(570)56 1985p

PRECIPITATION (METEOROLOGY)--CONNECTICUT--ANALYSIS.
[Hartford, Conn.] : The Department, 1987.
P(216)

PRECIPITATION (METEOROLOGY)--CZECHOSLOVAKIA.
Brázil, Rudolf. Cirkulační prouby a atmosférické srážky v ČSSR.
S(532) B77fg no.23

PRIRODNJACKI MUZEJ U BEOGRADU--CATALOGS AND COLLECTIONS.
Mihajlović, Milena. Katalog zbirke jurskih amonita u Prirodnjačkom muzeju = Catalogue, collection of Jurassic ammonites, Natural History Museum.
S(596) B411p knj.34

PROSPECTING.
G(570) M853t vyp.44

PROSPECTING--DATA PROCESSING--CONGRESSES.
035.5 C738 v.15 no.4

PROSPECTING--GEOPHYSICAL METHODS--CONGRESSES.
Geophysical technology for coal prospecting : lectures delivered at the National Workshop held from Jan. 20 to Feb. 10, 1988.
461.1 qG466
PYROPHYLLITE--NORTH CAROLINA--MOORE COUNTY.
McDaniel, Ronald Dean. Application of a hot spring-fumarole alteration model to the genesis of the pyrophyllite deposits of the Carolina slate belt. [1976]
230 (231) M422a

RADIATION, BACKGROUND--DENMARK.
S (585) qR495r no.549

RADIOACTIVE PROSPECTING.
295.5 M475m

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL.
G (530) C574gd Nr.27

795.3 G292dh

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL IN THE GROUND--ILLINOIS--SHEFFIELD.
(200) R29o no.88-318

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL--UNITED STATES--EVALUATION.
P (200) N883nuc no.308 MP only

RADON.
514 B766r MP only

RADON--DIRECTORIES.
The Radon industry directory. Alexandria, VA : Radon Press, cl988-057.439.9 (200) R326 D only

RARE EARTH METALS--CONGRESSES.
G (530) Sp32 no.7
Carver, Robert D. Stability response of stone- and dolos-armored, rubble-mound breakwater trunks subjected to spectral waves. [Vicksburg, Miss. : U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station; Springfield Va.: available from National Technical Information Service, 1989]
P(200) W124tr no.89-2

RUNOFF--SOVIET UNION--MEASUREMENT.
P(570) G698t vyp.149

RUNOFF--VIRGINIA.
Variable source area concept for identifying critical runoff-generated areas in a watershed. Blacksburg: Virginia Water Resources Research Center, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, [1989]
S(227) V83bw no.164

SANDSTONE--PERMEABILITY.
Morrow, Norman R. Relationship of pore structure to fluid behavior in low permeability gas sands: year three: final report. Santa Fe: New Mexico Energy Research and Development Institute, [1985]
467 M834rp

467(272) R625

467(272) R624

SCOUR AT BRIDGES.
(200) WR1 no.88-4212

SEA-FLOOR SPREADING.
530 M337gr v.9 no.4 v.10

SEA LEVEL--CONGRESSES.
521.1 I462

SEDIMENT, SUSPENDED--ILLINOIS.
S(253) Un33ri no.106

SEDIMENT TRANSPORT--COLORADO RIVER WATERSHED (COLO.-MEXICO).
(200) R29o no.89-121
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT--FRANCE--LAMBRON RIVER.
Jauffret, Dominique. Etude quantitative du transport en suspension de deux
cours d'eau en milieu granitique tempéré océanique. Caen, [France]:
Centre national de la recherche scientifique, Centre de geomorphologie,
1986.
P(540) C32rs no.3

SEDIMENT TRANSPORT--ILLINOIS.
Fitzpatrick, William P. Sedimentation and hydrologic processes in Lake
S(253) Un33ri no.107

SEDIMENT TRANSPORT--MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
Huwe, Bernd. Transportprozesse in Flusssedimenten nach Ablagerung in
213 H683t

SEDIMENT TRANSPORT--MISSISSIPPI RIVER VALLEY--MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
Wang, S. Y. Development of a sediment transport model for field
application. Mississippi State, Miss. : Water Resources Research
Institute, Mississippi State University, [1988]
213 W185ds

SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES.
The Phanerozoic record of lacustrine basins and their environmental signals.
602 P172 vol.70 no.1-3

SEDIMENTATION AND DEPOSITION--GERMANY (WEST)--SYLT.
Ahrendt, Kai. Sedimentdynamik im zeitenbeeinflussten Bereich der
sandigen Brandungskuste Sylts (Deutsche Bucht) = Sedimentdynamic [sic] in
a tidal-influenced area at the sandy wave-dominated coast of Sylt. Kiel :
Geologisch-Palaontologisches Institut und Museum, Christian-Albrechts-
Universitat, 1989.
G(530) qB454 Nr.28

SEDIMENTATION AND DEPOSITION--RESEARCH--ILLINOIS.
Davie, D. Kevin. Illinois benchmark network instream suspended sediment
S(253) Un33c no.171-84

Davie, D. Kevin. Illinois benchmark network instream suspended sediment
S(253) Un33c no.171-85

SEDIMENTS (GEOLOGY)--ILLINOIS--QUINCY BAY.
Sedimentation in Quincy Bay and potential remedial measures. Champaign :
S(253) Un33ri no.108

SEISMIC PROSPECTING--NEVADA--CHURCHILL COUNTY.
Soda Lake area seismic survey, Churchill County, Nevada. Albuquerque, N.M. :
Charles B. Reynolds & Associates, [1975]
240(275) qSol5 MP only
SEISMIC PROSPECTING--NEVADA--MCCOY REGION.
426.3(275) M326 MP only

SEISMIC PROSPECTING--NEVADA--TUSCARORA REGION.
426.3(275) TB72 MP only

SEISMIC WAVES.
Prasad, Manika. Experimental and theoretical considerations of attenuation and velocity interactions with physical parameters in sands. 1988.
240 P727e

SEISMIC WAVES--MATHEMATICAL MODELS.
240 L524s

SEISMOLOGICAL STATIONS--NORTH AMERICA.
(200) R29o no.89-83

SEISMOLOGY.
S(576) P769pm no.13

SEISMOLOGY--COMPUTER PROGRAMS.
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